Problem and solution
Occupation and collective complaint
Ethiraj Gabriel Dattatreyan and Akanksha Mehta
In the spring and summer of 2019, a group of Black and

Hall, for instance) – were the result of a careful consensus-

PoC students from Goldsmiths, University of London

based decision-making process that GARA had initiated

formed Goldsmiths Anti-Racist Action (GARA) and occu-

within its loose leadership structure. As students came

pied Deptford Town Hall – a key administrative building

together to challenge the university that they experi-

on campus – to push back against the institutional ra-

enced and conceptualised differently, they had to con-

cism they experienced in the university. We, two junior

figure an organising platform that was non-hierarchical

academics situated in different departments in the uni-

and gave each core member an equal voice.2 Because

versity (Anthropology and Media, Communications &

GARA didn’t narrow its engagement to the ‘BAME’ stu-

Cultural Studies, respectively), were struck by how Brit-

dent experience, but, rather, connected issues of racial-

ish and ‘international’ Black and PoC students, as well as

ised and unequal labour conditions in the university, the

British white students, collectively created a multiplat-

endurance of colonial landmarks and the experience of

form set of demands that placed discriminatory labour

Black and Brown students in classrooms, its demands

practices towards cleaners, reception staff and security

seemed to confuse management. The institution initially

guards in the university (a majority of whom are Black

responded to these demands by framing GARA students

and PoC), and the institution’s complicity in gentrifica-

as unreasonable, irrational and politically naive.

tion of a Black and PoC working-class neighbourhood,

As the occupation continued, stretching from weeks

in the same frame as a complete curricular review, over-

into months, we saw the university’s senior management

haul of complaints procedures and anti-racist training

struggle to come to terms with the fact that GARA simply

for all staff.1 These demands, taken together, were the

wasn’t going to go away and that it could not successfully

result of years of unresolved and bureaucratically man-

spin the public narrative about what was happening.3

aged complaints that lived, siloed from one another, as

The institution’s leadership concluded that it would have

discrete conversations in the university that often could

to ‘publicly’ listen to GARA and rely on it for potential

be sidelined or forgotten because of the inevitability that

‘solutions’ to end the occupation. These solutions, of

students who raised these issues would move on after

course, were encoded in the multiple demands them-

they graduated. GARA’s work was, in part, to link these

selves. GARA wanted management to listen to and ad-

complaints to one another and to other struggles within

dress these demands on its own terms. However, even as

and outside the university and to show how they formed

the university leadership conceded that GARA offered a

a larger set of enduring problems in an institution that

diagnosis and a concrete set of solutions to various is-

purports to be radical and progressive.

sues in the university that fell under the broad banner of

As each of us began to work with GARA’s key mem-

racism, it continued to assert that the students remained

bers, we learned that their broad range of demands –

a problem as long as they occupied the town hall build-

some that could be rolled out as sanitised diversity ini-

ing. Senior management emphatically refused to comply

tiatives by the institution itself (mandatory anti-racist

with GARA’s requests to provide written responses to its

training, for instance), others that appeared to challenge

demands until it vacated the building.

the literal foundations of the university (taking down the

Eventually, three months into the occupation, man-

frescoes of slave owners on the edifice of Deptford Town

agement relented and agreed to negotiate with GARA
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– first providing written (if terse) responses to each de-

Sara Ahmed pushes us to think carefully about com-

mand, then setting up two days of negotiation facilit-

plaints as a way to strategically reach an institution’s

ated by an external mediator, a community activist from

ears.5 Complaints, in Ahmed’s reading, disrupt the work-

Lewisham agreeable to both parties. However, as was

ings of the institution by revealing its inability to see and

revealed in the last few days of the occupation, and soon

serve those who are systematically marginalised within

after the face-to-face negotiations concluded, manage-

it. Complaints, however, are easily individualised and

ment was simultaneously building and filing a legal case

domesticated in the university’s workings. They traverse

against GARA. Just as GARA was coming to a final agree-

institutional circuits that limit their capacity to become

ment with management, it found pinned on the door

anything other than singular problems to be managed.

of Deptford Town Hall a large envelope with over 500

We are interested in how complaints become public de-

pages of documents charging trespass and filled with so-

mands when they emerge out of collective action, and the

cial media ‘evidence’ of GARA members’ involvement in

ways in which these demands work to make those that

the occupation. Rather than a simple injunction, senior

enunciate them both problems and solutions for those

management threatened to prosecute core individuals

charged with managing the university. In other words,

involved in the occupation if they didn’t vacate the build-

we are interested in how collective complaints (and the

ing immediately. In the end, after 137 days of occupation,

demands they generate) position those who participate

GARA vacated Deptford Town Hall. Before ending the

in making them public. On the one hand, those who par-

occupation, it succeeded in getting management to sign

ticipated in GARA have had to experience the affective

a document agreeing to fulfil all of its demands.4 These

weight of counterclaims, denial and angry scrutiny from

demands, at the time of this writing one year after the

staff and leadership in the university, both publicly and

occupation, remain unfulfilled.

privately. They have had their Otherness amplified. On

GARA’s occupation, as an endeavour to create a

the other hand, they have been asked, often by the very

shared space of learning and care for students, staff and

people that problematise them and the claims they em-

community members in Lewisham in the heart of the

body, to offer additional ways to fix problems or to sit at

Goldsmiths campus, whilst putting pressure on the in-

the table in working groups, task forces, steering commit-

stitution to address structural issues, taught us several

tees and more to deliberate on how to ‘action’ the original

important lessons. As each of us became increasingly

GARA demands. Here, we discuss how senior manage-

involved in GARA’s activities, we found its approach to

ment and university colleagues, in their approach to stu-

organising, collaborative decision making and commun-

dents and staff involved with GARA, demonstrate how

ality a powerful and novel example of creative and gen-

issues of racism and racial inequality (and the possibility

erative resistance to institutional racism that produced

for institutional remediation) become firmly located in

a vibrant, if temporary, undercommons. We also saw

the bodies of Others.6 We argue that in the white public

how GARA’s engagements with the university admin-

space of the university, this move to make racial differ-

istration, the campus trade unions and our colleagues

ence the problem of those who purportedly embody it

revealed important lessons about how Black and PoC stu-

and to place the institutional labour of solving it on them

dents and faculty (ourselves, in this case) are received

is inevitable. This doubling creates a political and ethical

and channelled by the university administration and staff

dilemma for those who are involved in struggles for racial

when they collectively identify potential ways to address

justice in the university around whether to take on the

racism within the institution. In this essay we discuss

enormous labour of attempting to change the institution

one lesson that we’ve learned – the ways in which parti-

and whether it will, ultimately, change anything.

cipants in GARA’s actions have been individualised and

What does it mean to call the British university a

positioned between being/offering potential solutions to

white public space? Whiteness, as Helán Page and R.

issues of racism in the university and being intractable

Brooke Thomas remind us, becomes a taken for granted

problems precisely because they/we participated in gen-

condition of possibility because there is an assumption

erating a collective complaint that publicly shamed the

that the implicit and explicit practices, beliefs and values

institution and its staff.

within a space are shared.7 The space of the British uni-
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versity remains white, in large part, because whilst the

neoliberal strategies to diversify and monetise the sector

student body has diversified over the last twenty years,

over the last thirty years is too extensive to do justice

its staff, curriculum and teaching practices have not ne-

to here. Suffice to say that in the present moment, Brit-

cessarily reflected these demographic changes. Indeed,

ish higher education institutions can now publish im-

the whiteness of British Higher Education comes into re-

ages of the university that show smiling Black and Brown

lief as the sector has diversified its enrollment since the

faces against the backdrop of an idyllic campus green

late 1990s. The 1998 Teaching and Higher Education Act

while also counting on tuition fees from these students.

and, later, the Widening Participation Programme had a

These Black and PoC students (and the few faculty of col-

part to play in this process of diversification, particularly

our who have been hired on permanent contracts in this

as the latter offered a monetary incentive to universit-

thirty year period), whilst positioned quite differently

ies in the UK to enroll ‘BAME’ students and provided

from each other on various axes, all share the experi-

a nominal state sanctioned route towards mobility for

ence of stepping into the white university and having to

the ‘most deserving’ individuals who hail from the UK’s

strategise about how to navigate it.10

ethnic minorities.8

As Ahmed argues, seeing whiteness is ‘about living

The shift towards fees, loans and the international-

its effects.’11 Seeing whiteness is, of course, easier to

isation of recruitment has also diversified the student

do when one sits outside of it. Conversely, it is curi-

body in UK higher education institutions, whether in the

ously difficult to see whiteness and the ways in which

Russell Group universities, the post-1992 institutions

it shapes space, location and relations if one embraces

that were formerly polytechnics, or in smaller, niche art

its framing vision or doesn’t question one’s inclusion in

and humanities colleges like Goldsmiths.9 The story of

it. As a result, as Audre Lorde suggests, race and race
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talk has a tendency to locate itself in the bodies of those

don’t go away on their own or can’t be managed through

who are not white, particularly those who are marked

institutional reporting systems but accumulate and in-

Which is to say, race becomes the ‘baggage’

tensify – by hiring professional diversity workers.17 Since

of those outside of the liberal enclosure of whiteness.13

GARA’s occupation, the institution has hired a team of

Whiteness, as such, can disappear as a foundational, an-

diversity workers to look into issues of racial inequal-

choring social, cultural and racial category for those who

ity in the university.18 These workers, some of whom

find or actively locate themselves within it. Or, perhaps,

have worked across public and private sector institutions,

it doesn’t so much disappear as become hidden in plain

are charged with doing research, writing reports and or-

sight.

ganising working groups or committees with the goal of

as Black.

12

Discussions of racism in the university and the uni-

eventually making recommendations for change in the

versity as white space, thus, are more likely than not

institution. What is ironic in this case, of course, is that

engendered by those who sit outside whiteness. When

GARA, with its well-researched demands, had already

Black or PoC students or faculty arrive at the university

done much of the work to provide substantive solutions

and confront whiteness, locate it in institutional practice

to some of the long standing problems of inequality for

or embodied habitus, a common tactic, resorted to by

the institution.

those who can’t and don’t wish to see its effects, is to

At present, GARA members – some who have gradu-

evoke the spectre of ‘identity politics’. This move serves

ated, some who are still students in the institution and

to reify racism as a problem of the ‘Other’ who has a deep

both of us as staff members – are asked to sit on com-

investment in their racialised identity rather than open

mittees led by diversity workers who have been put in

up an engagement with whiteness and its intersectional

charge of seeing some of the demands through to im-

effects as constitutive of institutional life. Seeing and

plementation. GARA’s time and labour in these spaces

describing whiteness, locating its scripts, its locutionary

is unpaid and its interjections in the meetings are seen

force and its edifices has consequences. It generates a

as a problem for the functioning of these groups and

reaction from those who feel seen in its naming. Nam-

committees by those that convene them. Many GARA

ing whiteness is taken personally. As DuBois observes,

students have wryly observed that they are invited to

‘this knowledge makes them now embarrassed, now furi-

these meetings simply because the institution fears that

ous’.14 An oscillation between the structure and indi-

failing to do so could reignite GARA’s public protest in

vidual opens up – discussions regarding structural white-

ways that would further tarnish it. In this case, the threat

ness are responded to with angry demands to name the

of student protest is generative of student activist parti-

‘bad apples’ and absolve the rest of racism. Conversely,

cipation in management strategies to maintain the white

identifications of individuals implicated in power struc-

university.

tures of whiteness are met with defiant cries to focus
15

The diversity workers that institutions like Gold-

That these consequences emerge in

smiths hire, more often than not, inhabit positions

and as affects doesn’t take away their material force. We

marginal to normative conditions of classed, gendered,

would argue that it is not just reactive ‘white fragility’

ableist whiteness. They are charged with narrating prob-

on the structural.

16

that plays out in these moments of interaction.

These

lems in their specificity and reducing them to issues that

affects, rather, are the animating spirit that begets vari-

can be addressed without upsetting the foundational

ous forms of violence directed at Black and PoC students

premise of the university as white space. Take for in-

and staff in the institution and, as such, reproduce struc-

stance the ‘Insider/Outsider’ report, written and pub-

tures of power. Many of the students who were involved

lished by Goldsmiths in October 2019, a few months after

in GARA narrated experiences, prior to the occupation,

the GARA occupation ended.19 The document touches

of being positioned relentlessly as problems when they,

upon but ultimately skirts the issue of white institutional

in one way or other, named whiteness and its effects on

space. Rather, it focuses on Black and PoC student testi-

them as students.

monies of trauma within the university to make a case

The university typically responds to the complaints

for harm reduction. We might consider, based on this

made by those who sit outside of whiteness – if they

report, that GARA’s demands – which located the white
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university as the problem – required diversity workers

for change became rallying cries that borrow from stu-

to return the problem of difference onto its Black and

dent movements elsewhere, for instance Rhodes Must

PoC students. If diversity workers had diagnosed and nar-

Fall in South Africa or the ‘I am’ movement that star-

rated the problem as one of a failure of the institution to

ted in the United States.23 These collective and publicly

see its own foundational (white) logics then perhaps this

visible protests, actions and occupations, for the uni-

report wouldn’t have been published. Indeed, an earlier

versity, require different (or additional) solutions. The

version of the report which included a foreword written

same institutional actors who previously outsourced the

by a GARA core member (who was also the Welfare and

management of problems that diversity brings by hiring

Liberation Officer of the Student Union) that markedly

diversity workers, develop other techniques to manage

pointed to the broader problems of university steward-

the problem. Invitations are issued to students and staff

ship under the current management regime and pushed,

who have raised issues of racialised disparity, hostility

once again, for the university to meet its demands, was

and exclusion, to provide solutions to the very issues

rejected by the senior diversity officer. Major edits were

they raised in diversity and, more recently, anti-racism

introduced to make the foreword (and the report) a pal-

committees. Black and PoC academics are asked to lead

atable set of recommendations. Several GARA members

these committees or, at the very least, participate mean-

were furious and tried to force the issue but the report

ingfully in them. Black and PoC students are asked to

20

provide input. Complaint and grievance, in the eyes of

was nevertheless published without their contribution.

As Ahmed describes, diversity workers’ recommendations translate well into non-performative solutions that
bring to a close the diversity workers’ tenure in the insti21

tution.

management, become the grounds to cultivate participation while dampening collective rage.
If you are one of the students or staff members who

Ahmed defines non-performativity as speech

finds themselves invited or even expected and obligated

acts that don’t do much of anything. If we consider per-

to provide solutions to the intractable problem of racism

formative speech acts as, per Austin, consummate action,

by sitting on (or even chairing) a department anti-racism

non-performatives foreclose the possibility for action

or diversity committee, you find yourself enmeshed in

by becoming the action in and of themselves.

22

What

affects of whiteness. Remorse, regret, rage, surprise and

follows is rote. The institution makes public promises

a strange sense of righteousness oscillate and produce in-

of various kinds and continues on, just slightly different

sistent counter-demands to those who have raised prob-

from what it was before the solution raised itself as a

lems to subsequently solve them, all the while maintain-

problem. During the occupation, management offered

ing decorum. If you show irritation or any sign of emo-

many such non-performative speech acts, expressing

tion, you again become a problem.24 To be clear, these

deep sympathy for the cause of the occupation and pub-

oscillations don’t just come from management. Even

licly articulating their desire to sit at the table and talk

amongst colleagues who claim a radical politics there is

with GARA. However, it didn’t want to do the one thing

no agreement on what constitutes meaningful critique.

GARA asked of it: offer a written response to each of its

Faculty (and in some cases, students) who are raising

demands. Putting words on paper, it seemed, veered dan-

issues regarding racial disparity and who are amplifying

gerously close to making language do work. Especially,

GARA’s message have been accused of unconsciously do-

it seems, if those written words are in direct conversa-

ing liberal diversity work rather than offering substantive

tion with students’ complaints, demands and solutions,

critique of the neoliberal university.

rather than routed through the filter of diversity worker
reports.

GARA students and the two of us, as we’ve been invited into these forums, are then left to work through

GARA’s occupation comes on the back of several stu-

the range of feelings they (we) are exposed to. We (are

dent movements that have, in their own ways, attempted

forced to) try to chart a course that takes the opportunity

to push institutions to address their endemic structural

to offer solutions to the problems that have been raised

inequalities. Since the 2010 tuition fee protests, there

in the hope of making the university (even slightly more)

has been a growing disquiet amongst Black and PoC stu-

survivable for ourselves and the students and faculty

dents and staff in the UK. Rumblings about the need

of colour who come after us. But even as we do so, we
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struggle to reject the compulsion to provide this labour

engaging with, listening to, and supporting students in

freely, especially given the lack of recognition of the emo-

GARA, seems to be becoming a viable strategy to accrue

tional toll it takes to do the work of explaining how tenets

academic capital.

of liberal whiteness are embedded in every process, the
imperative of doing so without causing upset or anger,
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